Traditional directory coherence protocols are designed for the strictest consistency model, sequential consistency (S C). When they are used for chip multiprocessors (CMPs) that support relaxed memory consistency models, such pro tocols turn out to be unnecessarily strict. Usually this comes at the cost of scalability (in terms of per core storage), which poses a problem with increasing number of cores in today's CMPs, most of which no longer are sequentially consistent.
Introduction
In shared-memory chip mUltiprocessors (CMPs), each processor typically accesses a local cache to reduce memory latency and bandwidth. Data cached in local caches, however, can become out-of-date when they are modified by other processors. Cache coherence helps ensure shared memory correctness by making caches transparent to programmers.
Shared-memory correctness is defined by the memory consistency model, which formally specifies how the mem ory must appear to the programmer [1] . The relation between the processor's memory consistency model and the coher ence protocol has traditionally been abstracted to the point where each subsystem considers the other as a black box [41] .
Generally this is beneficial, as it reduces overall complexity; however, as a result, coherence protocols are designed for the strictest consistency model, sequential consistency (SC).
SC mandates that writes are made globally visible before a subsequent memory operation. To guarantee this, before writing to a cache line, coherence protocols propagate writes eagerly by invalidating shared copies in other processors.
Providing eager coherence, however, comes at a cost. In snooping based protocols [2] , writes to non-exclusive cache 978-1-4799-3097-5/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE Vijay Nagarajan University of Edinburgh vijay.nagarajan@ed.ac.uk lines need to be broadcast. Scalable multiprocessors use directory based protocols [11] in which the directory main tains, for each cache line, the set of processors caching that line in the sharing vector . Upon a write to a non-exclusive cache line, invalidation requests are sent to only those proces sors caching that line. While avoiding the potentially costly broadcasts, the additional invalidation and acknowledgement messages nevertheless represents overhead [12] . More impor tantly, the size of the sharing vector increases linearly with the number of processors. With increasing number of pro cessors, it could become prohibitively expensive to support a sharing vector for large-scale CMPs [12, 35] .
Although there have been a number of approaches to more scalable coherence purely based on optimizing eager coher ence protocols and cache organization [13, 18, 20, 29, 34, 36, 44 , 48], we are interested in an alternative approach. Lazy coherence has generated renewed interest [7, 12, 35] , as a means to address the scalability issues in eager coherence protocols. First proposed in the context of distributed shared memory (DSM) coherence [10, 22] , lazy coherence protocols exploit the insight that relaxed consistency models such as Re lease Consistency (RC) require memory to be consistent only at synchronization boundaries [25] . Consequently, instead of eagerly enforcing coherence at every write, coherence is enforced lazily only at synchronization boundaries. Thus, upon a write, data is merely written to a local write-buffer, the contents of which are flushed to the shared cache upon a release. Upon an acquire, shared lines in the local caches are self-invalidated -thereby ensuring that reads to shared lines fetch the up-to-date data from the shared cache. In effect, the protocol is much simpler and does not require a sharing vector. To summarize, in contrast to conventional techniques for enhancing scalability, lazy coherence protocols have an added advantage since they are memory consistency directed.
Motivation
However, one important limitation of existing lazy coher ence protocols concerns portability. Since they only enforce relaxed consistency models such as RC, they are not directly compatible with widely prevalent architectures such as x86
and SPARC which support variants of Total Store Order (TSO). Thus, legacy programs written for TSO could break on architectures that employ current lazy coherence protocols for RC. For this reason, it is unlikely that lazy coherence will init: data = flag = 0; proc A proc B data = 1; a1 flag = 1; a2\ b1 while (flag == 0); b2 r1 = data; Figure 1 . In TSO architectures that employ conven tional (eager) coherence protocols, CD eager coher ence ensures that the write a2 to flag from proc A be comes visible to proc B without any additional syn chronization or memory barrier. ® Once b I reads the value produced by a2, TSO ordering ensures that the read b2 sees the value written by al.
be adopted by the above architectures.
On the other hand, TSO coherence is amenable to a lazy coherence implementation as it relaxes the w ---+ r ordering I .
Writes in TSO retire into a local write-buffer and are made visible to other processors in a lazy fashion. Consequently, making them visible to other processors as soon as the writes exit the write-buffer is overkill.
Requirements
The key challenge in designing a lazy coherence protocol for TSO is the absence of explicit release or acquire instruc tions. Indeed, since all reads have acquire semantics and all writes have release semantics, simple writes and reads may be used for synchronization. This is illustrated in the producer-consumer example ( Figure 1 ) in which the write a2 is used as a release and the read h] is used as an acquire. In TSO, since any given write can potentially be a release, it is essential that each write is propagated to other processors, so that the value written is eventually made visible to a matching acquire -we call this the write-propagation requirement. In the above example, the value written by a2 should be made visible to bl -or else, proc. B will keep spinning indefinitely.
Additionally, TSO mandates enforcing the following three memory orderings: w ---+ w, r ---+ r, and r ---+ w -we call this the TSO memory ordering requirement. In the above exam ple, once bl reads the value produced by a2, TSO ordering ensures that b2 correctly reads the value written by a I.
One way to trivially ensure TSO is to consider each read (write) to be an acquire (release) and naively use the rules of a lazy RC implementation. This, however, can cause signifi cant performance degradation, since all reads and writes will have to be serviced by a shared cache, effectively rendering local caches useless.
Approach
In the basic scheme, for each cache line in the shared cache, we keep track of whether the line is exclusive, shared or read-only. Shared lines do not require tracking of sharers.
I w denotes a write, r a read and m any memory operation (write or read), -+ captures the happens before ordering relation between memory events.
Additionally, for private cache lines, we only maintain a pointer to the owner.
Since we do not track sharers, writes do not eagerly in validate shared copies in other processors. On the contrary, writes are merely propagated to the shared cache in program order (thus ensuring w ---+ w). To save bandwidth, instead of writing the full data block to the shared cache, we merely propagate the coherence states. In the above example, the writes al and a2 are guaranteed to propagate to the shared cache in the correct order. Intuitively, the most recent value of any data is maintained in the shared cache.
Reads to shared cache lines are allowed to read from the local cache, up to a predefined number of accesses (poten tially causing a stale value to be read), but are forced to re-request the cache line from the shared cache after exceed ing an access threshold (our implementation maintains an access counter per line). This ensures that any write (used as a release) will eventually be made visible to the matching acquire, ensuring write propagation. In the above example, this ensures that the read bl will eventually access the shared cache and see the update from a2.
When a read misses in the local cache, it is forced to obtain the most recent value from the shared cache. In order to ensure r ---+ r, future reads will also need to read the most recent values. To guarantee this, whenever a read misses in the local cache, we self-invalidate all shared cache lines.
In the above example, whenever bl sees the update from a2, self-invalidation ensures that b correctly reads the value produced by al .
Finally, we reduce the number of self-invalidations by employing timestamps to perform transitive reduction [33] . If at a read miss, the corresponding write is detennined to have happened before a previously seen write, a self-invalidation is not necessary. In the example, even though b2 reads from the shared cache, this does not cause a self-invalidation.
Contributions
We propose TSO-CC, a coherence protocol that enforces TSO lazily without a full sharing vector. The use of a full sharing vector is an important factor that could limit scala bility, which we overcome in our proposed protocol, while maintaining good overall performance in terms of execution times and on-chip network-traffic. We implemented TSO CC in the cycle accurate full system simulator GemS [9] , and tested our protocol implementation for adherence to TSO by running it against a set of litmus tests generated using the diy [6] tool -results indicate that TSO is indeed satisfied.
TSO-CC's storage overhead per cache line scales logarith mically with increasing core count. More specifically, for 32 (128) cores, our best performing configuration reduces the storage overhead over MESI by 38% (82%). Our ex periments with programs from SPLASH-2, PARSEC and STAMP benchmarks show an average reduction in execution time of 3% over the baseline (MESI), with the best case outperforming the baseline by 19%.
Background
In this section we first ( § 2.1) introduce the notion of lazy coherence based on definitions of relaxed memory consis tency models, in particular that of Release Consistency (RC). Then we introduce the Total Store Order (TSO) memory consistency model ( §2.2).
Eager versus lazy coherence
First, let us establish the relationship between the coher ence protocol and consistency model. Given a target memory consistency model, the coherence protocol must ensure that memory operations become visible according to the ordering rules prescribed by the consistency model.
In SC, because all memory orderings are enforced, and in particular the w ---+ r ordering, a write must be made visible to all processors before a subsequent read. This requirement is ensured via the use of eager coherence protocols which propagate writes eagerly by invalidating or updating shared cache lines in other processors [37] .
On the other hand, if the consistency model is relaxed, i.e. not all possible orderings between memory operations are enforced, propagation of unordered memory operations can be delayed until an order can be re-established through synchronization boundaries [15, 25, 37] . In other words, lazy coherence protocols exploit the fact that relaxed consistency models require memory to be consistent only at synchroniza tion boundaries.
A relaxed and relatively simple model which explicitly exposes synchronization operations via special instructions is RC [19] . In RC, special release and acquire instructions are used to enforce an ordering with other memory operations in program order. Given a write release, all memory operations prior must be visible before the write; a read acquire enforces preserving the program ordering of all operations after it. In addition, releases guarantee eventual propagation of synchro nization data so that they become visible to corresponding acquires.
Using an eager coherence protocol in a system imple menting a relaxed consistency model is potentially waste ful, as employing a lazy approach to coherence opens up further optimization opportunities to remedy the short comings of eager coherence protocols, as demonstrated by [4, 5, 12, 23, 25, 35, 42] in the context of RC. RC pro vides the optimal constraints (explicit synchronization) for a lazy coherence approach and as such is the only consis tency model for which lazy coherence approaches have been studied in great detail. Typically, in a system supporting RC, lazy coherence can be implemented by CD propagating release writes and ensuring that all writes before the release are propagated first and (2) upon an acquire, self-invalidating all locally cached shared data.
Total Store Order
Since TSO is the memory model found in x86 processors, its various implementations have been analyzed in detail [38] . TSO is a result of taking writes out of the critical path and entering committed writes into a FIFO write-buffer, poten tially delaying a write to cache or other parts of the memory hierarchy [38, 40] . Reads to the same address as prior writes by the same processor must not be affected, which typically mandates that reads bypass the write-buffer.
Consequently, the write to read ordering w ---+ r is relaxed. However, in TSO all writes have release semantics and all reads have acquire semantics. Thus, m ---+ w and r ---+ m need to be enforced -in other words the TSO ordering requirement. As every write can potentially be a release, each write needs to (eventually) propagate to other processors, so that they are made visible to a matching acquire -in other words the write propagation requirement.
Protocol Design
This section outlines the design and implementation de tails of the protocol: first we present a conceptual overview, followed by the basic version of the protocol, and then pro ceed incrementally adding optimizations to further exploit the relaxations of TSO. We assume a local L1 cache per core and a NUCA [24] architecture for the shared L2 cache.
Conceptual overview
To keep the TSO-CC protocol scalable, we do not want to use a full sharing vector. Thus, a major challenge is to enforce TSO without a full sharing vector, while minimizing costly invalidation messages -a consequence of which is that the resulting protocol must enforce coherence lazily.
Our basic approach is as follows. When a write retires from the write-buffer, instead of eagerly propagating it to all sharers like a conventional eager coherence protocol, we merely propagate the write to the shared cache. One way to do this is to simply write-though to the shared cache. To save bandwidth, however, our protocol uses a write-back policy, in that, only state changes are propagated to the shared cache. In addition to this, by delaying subsequent writes until the previous write's state changes have been acknowledged by the shared cache, we ensure that writes are propagated to the shared cache in program order. Informally, this ensures that the "most recent" value of any address can be obtained by sending a request to the shared cache.
Consequently, one way to ensure write propagation triv ially is for all reads to read from the shared cache [34] . Note that this would ensure that all reads would get the most recent value, which in turn would ensure that any write which is used as a release (i.e. a synchronization operation) would def initely be seen by its matching acquire. However, the obvious problem with this approach is that it effectively means that shared data cannot be cached, which can affect performance significantly as we will show later with our experiments.
We ensure write-propagation as follows. First, let us note that ensuring write-propagation means that a write is even tually propagated to all processors. The keyword here is eventually, as there is no guarantee on when the propaga tion will occur even for shared memory systems that enforce the strongest memory consistency model (SC) using eager coherence. Consequently, shared memory systems must be programmed to work correctly even in the presence of propagation delays. While this is typically accomplished by employing proper synchronization, unsynchronized op erations are used in shared memory systems as well. For example, synchronization constructs themselves are typically constructed using unsynchronized writes (releases) and reads (acquires). The same rules apply even with unsynchronized operations. Shared memory systems using unsynchronized operations may rely on the fact that an unsynchronized write (for e.g. release) would eventually be made visible to a read (for e.g. acquire), but must be tolerant to propagation de lays. In other words, the corresponding unsynchronized read (acquire) must continually read the value to see if the write has propagated. This is precisely why all acquire-like op erations have a polling read to check the synchronization value [43, 46] . This is our key observation.
Motivated by this observation, we use a simple scheme in which shared reads are allowed to hit in the local cache a predefined number of times, before forcing a miss and read ing from the lower-level cache. This guarantees that those reads that are used as acquires will definitely see the value of the matching release, while ensuring that other shared data are allowed to be cached. It is important to note that in doing this optimization, we are not restricting ourself to any particular shared-memory programming model. Indeed, our experiments show that our system can work correctly for a wide variety of lock-based and lock-free programs.
Having guaranteed write-propagation we now explain how we ensure the memory orderings guaranteed by TSO. We already explained how, by propagating writes to the shared cache in program order, we ensure the w -+ w ordering. En suring the r -+ r ordering means that the second read should appear to perform after the first read. Whenever a read is forced to obtain its value from the shared cache (due to a miss -capacity/cold, or shared read that exceeded the maximum allowed accesses), and the last writer is not the requesting core, we self-invalidate all shared cache lines in the local cache. This ensures that future reads are forced to obtain the most recent data from the shared cache, thereby ensuring r -+ r ordering; r -+ w is trivially ensured as writes retire into the write-buffer only after all preceding reads complete.
Basic Protocol
Having explained the basic approach, we now discuss in detail our protocol 2 . First, we start with the basic states, and Unlike a conventional MESI protocol, Shared lines in the Ll are allowed to hit upon a read, only until some predefined maximum number of accesses, at which point the line has to be re-requested from the L2. This requires extra storage for the access counter b.acnt -the number of bits depend on the maximum number of LI accesses to a Shared line allowed.
As Shared lines are untracked, each LI that obtains the line must eventually self-invalidate it. After any L1 miss, on the data response, where the last writer is not the requesting core, all Shared lines must be self-invalidated. In order to satisfy the r -+ r ordering, in the basic pro tocol, all L2 accesses except to lines where b.owner is the requester, result in self-invalidation of all Shared lines. This leads to shared accesses following an acquire to miss and request the cache line from the L2, and subsequently self invalidating all shared lines again. For example in Figure 1 , self-invalidating all Shared lines on the acquire bl but also on subsequent read misses is not required. This is because, the self-invalidation at bl is supposed to make all writes before a2 visible. Another self-invalidation happens at b2 to make all writes before al visible. However, this is unnecessary, as the self-invalidation at bl (to make all writes before a2 visible) has already taken care of this. To reduce unneces sary invalidations, we implement a version of the transitive reduction technique outlined in [33] .
Each line in the L2 and Ll must be able to store a times tamp b.ls of fixed size; the size of the timestamp depends on the storage requirements, but also affects the frequency of timestamp resets, which are discussed in more detail in §3.S. A line's timestamp is updated on every write, and the source of the timestamp is a unique, monotonically increasing core local counter, which is incremented on every write.
Thus, to reduce invalidations, only where the requested line's timestamp is larger than the last-seen timestamp from the writer of that line, treat the event as a potential acquire and self-invalidate all Shared lines.
To maintain the list of last-seen timestamps, each core maintains a timestamp table Is_L 1. The maximum possi ble entries per timestamp table can be less than the total number of cores, but will require an eviction policy to deal with limited capacity. The L2 responds to requests with the data, the writer b.owner and the timestamp b.ls. For those data responses where the timestamp is invalid (lines which have never been written to since the L2 obtained a copy) or there does not exist an entry in the Ll's timestamp-table (never read from the writer before), it is also required to self-invalidate; this is because timestamps are not propagated to main-memory and it may be possible for the line to have been modified and then evicted from the L2.
Timestamp groups: To reduce the number of timestamp resets, it is possible to assign groups of contiguous writes the same timestamp, and increment the local timestamp-source after the maximum writes to be grouped is reached. To still maintain correctness under TSO, this changes the rule for when self-invalidation is to be performed: only where the requested line's timestamp is larger or equal (contrary to just larger as before) than the last-seen timestamp from the writer of that line, self-invalidate all Shared lines.
Opt. 2: shared read-only data
The basic protocol does not take into account lines which are written to very infrequently but read frequently. Another problem are lines which have no valid timestamp (due to prior L2 eviction), causing frequent mandatory self-invalidations. To resolve these issues, we add another state SharedRO for shared read-only cache lines.
A line transitions to SharedRO instead of Shared if the line is not modified by the previous Exclusive owner (this prevents Shared lines with invalid timestamps). In addition, cache lines in the Shared state decay after some predefined time of not being modified, causing them to transition to SharedRO. In our implementation, we compare the difference between the shared cache line's timestamp and the writer's last-seen timestamp maintained in a table of last-seen timestamps Is_L 1 in the L2 (this table is reused in §3.S to deal with timestamp resets). If the difference between the line's timestamp and last-seen timestamp exceeds a predefined value, the cache line is transitioned to SharedRO.
Since on a self-invalidation, only Shared lines are inval idated, this optimization already decreases the number of self-invalidations, as SharedRO lines are excluded from in validations. Regardless, this still poses an issue, as on every SharedRO data response, the timestamp is still invalid and will cause self-invalidations. To solve this, we introduce timestamps for SharedRO lines with the timestamp-source being the L2 itself -note that each L2 tile will maintain its own timestamp-source. The event on which a line is as signed a timestamp is on transitions from Exclusive or Shared to SharedRO. On such transitions the L2 tile increments its timestamp-source.
Each Ll must maintain a table Is_L2 of last-seen times tamps for each L2 tile. On receiving a SharedRO data line from the L2, the following rule determines if self-invalidation should occur: if the line's timestamp is larger than the last seen timestamp from the L2, self-invalidate all Shared lines.
Writes to shared read-only lines: A write request to a SharedRO line requires a broadcast to all LIs to invalidate the line. To reduce the number of required broadcast invalidation and acknowledgement messages, the b.owner entry in the L2 directory is reused as a coarse sharing vector [20] , where each bit represents a group of sharers; this permits SharedRO evictions from Ll to be silent. As writes to SharedRO lines should be infrequent, the impact of unnecessary SharedRO invalidation/acknowledgement messages should be small. Timestamp groups: To reduce the number of timestamp resets, the same timestamp can be assigned to groups of SharedRO lines. In order to maintain r -7 r ordering, a core must self-invalidate on a read to a SharedRO line that could potentially have been modified since the last time it read the same line. This can only be the case, if a line ends up in a state, after a modification, from which it can reach SharedRO again: CD only after a L2 eviction of a dirty line; after a GetS request to a line in Uncached which has been modified; or (2) after a line enters the Shared state. It suffices to have a flag for conditions CD and (2) each to denote if the timestamp-source should be incremented on a transition event to SharedRO. All flags are reset after incrementing the timestamp-source.
Timestamp resets
Since timestamps are finite, we have to deal with times tamp resets for both Ll and L2 timestamps. If the timestamp and timestamp-group size are chosen appropriately, times tamp resets should occur relatively infrequently, and does not contribute overly negative to network traffic. As such, the protocol deals with timestamp resets by requiring the node, be it Ll or L2 tile, which has to reset its timestamp-source to broadcast a timestamp reset message.
In the case where a LI requires resetting the timestamp source, the broadcast is sent to every other LI and L2 tile. Upon receiving a timestamp reset message, a LI invalidates the sender's entry in the timestamp table ts_L 1. However, it is possible to have lines in the L2 where the timestamp is from a previous epoch, where each epoch is the period between timestamp resets, i.e. b.ts is larger than the current timestamp source of the corresponding owner. The only requirement is that the L2 must respond with a timestamp that reflects the correct happens-before relation.
The solution is for each L2 tile to maintain a table of last seen timestamps ts_L 1 for every Ll; the corresponding entry for a writer is updated when the L2 updates a line's timestamp upon receiving a data message. Every L2 tile's last-seen timestamp table must be able to hold as many entries as there are LIs. The L2 will assign a data response message the line's timestamp b.ts if the last-seen timestamp from the owner is larger or equal to b.ts, the smallest valid timestamp otherwise. Similarly for requests forwarded to a LI, only that the line's timestamp is compared against the current timestamp-source.
Upon resetting a L2 tile's timestamp, a broadcast is sent to every Ll. The Lis remove the entry in ts_L2 for the sending tile. To avoid sending larger timestamps than the current timestamp-source, the same rule as for responding to lines not in SharedRO as described in the previous paragraph is applied (compare against L2 tile's current timestamp-source).
One additional case must be dealt with, such that if the smallest valid timestamp is used if a line's timestamp is from a previous epoch, it is not possible for a LI to skip self-invalidation due to the line's timestamp being equal to the smallest valid timestamp. To address this case, the next timestamp assigned to a line after a reset must always be larger than the smallest valid timestamp. Handling races: As it is possible for timestamp reset mes sages to race with data request and response messages, the case where a data response with a timestamp from a previous epoch arrives at a Ll which already received a timestamp re set message, needs to be accounted for. Waiting for acknowl edgements from all nodes having a potential entry of the resetter in a timestamp table would cause twice the network traffic on a timestamp reset and unnecessarily complicates the protocol. We introduce an epoch-id to be maintained per timestamp-source. The epoch-id is incremented on every timestamp reset and the new epoch-id is sent along with the timestamp reset message. It is not a problem if the epoch-id overflows, as the only requirement for the epoch-id is to be distinct from its previous value. However, we assume a bound on the time it takes for a message to be delivered, and it is not possible for the epoch-id to overflow and reach the same epoch-id value of a message in transit.
Each LI and L2 tile maintains a table of epoch-ids for every other node: Lis maintain epoch-ids for every other Ll (epoch_ids_L 1) and L2 (epoch_ids_L2) tile; L2 tiles maintain epoch-ids for all Lis. Every data message that contains a timestamp, must now also contain the epoch-id of the source of the timestamp: the owner's epoch-id for non-SharedRO lines and the L2 tile's epoch-id for SharedRO lines.
Upon receipt of a data message, the LI compares the expected epoch-id with the data message's epoch-id; if they do not match, the same action as on a timestamp reset has to be performed, and can proceed as usual if they match.
Atomic accesses and fences
Implementing atomic read and write instructions, such as RMWs, is trivial with our proposed protocol. Similarly to MESI protocols, in our protocol an atomic instruction also issues a GetX request. Fences require unconditional self-invalidation of cache lines in the Shared state. Table I shows a detailed breakdown of storage require ments for a TSO-CC implementation, referring to literals introduced in §3. Per cache line storage requirements has the most significant impact, which scales logarithmically with increasing number of cores (see §4, Figure 2) .
Storage requirements & organization
While we chose a simple sparse directory embedded in the L2 cache for our evaluation (Figure 2 ), our protocol is independent of a particular directory organization. It is possi ble to further optimize our overall scheme by using directory organization approaches such as in [18, 36] ; however, this is beyond the scope of this paper. Also note that we do not require inclusivity for Shared lines, alleviating some of the set conflict issues associated with the chosen organization. 
Evaluation Methodology
This section provides an overview of our evaluation methodology used in obtaining the performance results ( §5).
Simulation Environment
Simulator: For the evaluation of TSO-CC, we use the GemS simulator [9] in Ruby full-system mode. GARN ET [3] is used to model the on-chip interconnect. The ISA used is x86_64, as it is the most widely used architecture that assumes a variant of TSO. The processor model used for each CMP core is a simple out-of-order processor. Table 2 shows the key-parameters of the system.
As TSO-CC explicitly allows accesses to stale data, this needs to be reflected in the functional execution (not just the timing) of the simulated execution traces. We added support to the simulator to functionally reflect cache hits to stale data, as the stock version of GemS in full-system mode would assume the caches to always be coherent otherwise.
Workloads: Table 3 shows the benchmarks we have selected from the PARSEC [8] , SPL ASH-2 [45] and STAMP [31] benchmarks suites. The STAMP benchmark suite has been chosen to evaluate transactional synchronization compared to the more traditional approach from PARSEC and SPL ASH-2; the STM algorithm used is NOrec [14] .
Note that in the evaluated results, we include two versions of lu, with and without the use of contiguous block allocation. The version which makes use of contiguous block allocation avoids false sharing, whereas the non-contiguous version does not. Both version are included to show the effect of bayes -v32 -r1024 -n2 -p20 -i2 -e2
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false-sharing, as previous works have shown lazy protocols to perform better in the presence of false-sharing [16] . All selected workloads correctly run to completion with both MESI and our configurations. It should also be em phasized that all presented program codes run unmodified (including the Linux kernel) with the TSO-CC protocol.
Parameters & storage overheads
In order to evaluate our claims, we have chosen the MESI directory protocol implementation in GemS as the baseline. To assess the performance of TSO-CC, we have selected a range of configurations to show the impact of varying the timestamp and write-group size parameters.
We start out with a basic selection of parameters which we derived from a limited design-space exploration. We have detennined 4 bits for the per-line access counter to be a good balance between average performance and storage requirements, since higher values do not yield a consistent improvement in performance; this allows at most 16 consec utive Ll hits for Shared lines.
Furthermore, in all cases the shared read-only optimiza tion as described in §3.4 contributes a significant improve ment: average execution time is reduced by more than 35% and average on-chip network traffic by more than 75%. Therefore, we only consider coniigurations with the shared read-only optimization. The decay time (for transitioning Shared to SharedRO) is set to a fixed number of writes, as :3 � reflected by the timestamp (taking into account write-group size); we have determined 256 writes to be a good value.
Below we consider the following configurations: CC shared-to-L2, TSO-CC-4-basic, TSO-CC-4-noreset, TSO CC-4-12-3, TSO-CC-4-12-0, TSO-CC-4-9-3. From the pa rameter names introduced in Table 1 , the naming convention used is TSO-CC-Bmaxacc-Bts-Bwrite-grou p '
CC-shared-to-L2: A simple protocol that removes the shar ing list, but as a result, reads to Shared lines always miss in the Ll and must request the data from the L2. The base protocol implementation is the same as TSO-CC, and also includes the shared read-only optimization (without the abil ity to decay Shared lines, due to no timestamps). With a system configuration as in Table 2 , CC-shared-to-L2 reduces coherence storage requirements by 76% compared to MESI. TSO-CC-4-noreset: Adds the optimization described in §3.3, but assumes infinite timestamps 3 to eliminate times tamp reset events, and increments the timestamp-source on every write, i.e. write-group size of 1. This configuration is expected to result in the lowest self-invalidation count, as timestamp-resets also affect invalidations negatively.
TSO-CC-4-basic:
To assess the effect of the timestamp and the write-group sizes using realistic (feasible to implement) storage require ments, the following configurations have been selected.
TSO-CC-4-12-3:
From evaluating a range of realistic proto cols, this particular configuration results in the best trade-off between storage, and performance (in terms of execution times and network traffic). In this configuration 12 bits are used for timestamps and the write-group size is 8 (3 bits extra 3 The simulator implementation uses 31 bit timestamps, which is more than sufficient to eliminate timestamp reset events for the chosen workloads.
storage required per Ll). The storage reduction over MESI is 38% for 32 cores.
TSO-CC-4-12-0:
In this configuration the write-group size is decreased to 1, to show the effect of varying the write group size. The reduction in storage overhead over MESI is 38% for 32 cores.
TSO-CC-4-9-3: This configuration was chosen to show the effect of varying the timestamp bits, while keeping the write group size the same. The timestamp size is reduced to 9 bits, and write-group size is kept at 8. On-chip coherence storage overhead is reduced by 47% over MESI for 32 cores.
Note that timestamps reset after the same number of writes as TSO-CC-4-12-0, but 8 times as often as TSO-CC-4-12-3. 
Verification
To check the protocol implementation for adherence to the consistency model, a set of litmus tests were chosen to be run in the full-system simulator. The diy [6] tool was used to generate litmus tests for TSO according to [38] . This was invaluable in finding some of the more subtle issues in the implementation of the protocol. According to the litmus tests, each configuration of the protocol satisfies TSo. Keeping in mind that the litmus tests are not exhaustive, we can conclude with a high level of confidence that the consistency model in the implementation is satisfied. In addition, we model checked the protocol for race conditions and deadlocks.
Experimental Results
This section highlights the simulation results, and ad ditionally gives insight into how execution times and net work traffic are affected by some of the secondary properties (timestamp-resets, self-invalidations).
In the following we compare the performance of TSO-CC with MESI. Figure 3 shows normalized (w.r.t. MESI) exe cution times and Figure 4 shows normalized network traffic (total flits) for all chosen benchmarks and configurations.
For all TSO-CC configurations, we determine additional net work traffic due to SharedRO-invalidations to be insignificant compared to all other traffic, as writes to SharedRO are too infrequent to be accounted for in Figure 5 .
CC-shared-to-L2: We begin with showing how the naIve implementation without a sharing vector performs. On aver age, CC-shared-to-L2 has a slowdown of 14% over MESI; the best case,ift, performs 14% faster than the baseline, while the worst case has a slowdown of 84% for lu (cont.). Net work traffic is more sensitive, with an average increase of 137%. CC-shared-to-L2 performs poorly in cases with fre quent shared misses, as seen in Figure 5 , but much better in Second, our protocol performs better for GetX requests (writes, RMWs) to shared cache lines, as we do not require invalidation messages to be sent to each sharer, which must also be acknowledged. This can be seen in the case of radix, which has a relatively high write miss rate as seen in Figure 5 .
Further evidence for this can be seen in Figure 8 , which
shows the normalized average latencies of RMWs.
As we have seen, the introduction of the transitive re duction optimization ( §3.3) contributes a large improvement over TSO-CC-4-basic, and next we look at how varying the TSO-CC parameters can affect performance.
TSO-CC-4-12-0: Decreasing the write-group size by a fac tor of 8x (compared to TSO-CC-4-12-3) results in a propor tional increase in timestamp-resets, yet potential acquires de tected are similar to TSO-CC-4-12-3 ( Figure 7 ). One reason for this is that a write-group size of 1 results in more accurate detection of potential acquires, reducing self-invalidations. Thus, average execution time is similar to TSO-CC-4-12-3. However, network traffic is more sensitive; TSO-CC-4-12-0 requires 5% more network traffic compared to the baseline. TSO-CC-4-9-3: Decreasing the maximum timestamp size by 3 bits while keeping the write-group size the same, com pared to TSO-CC-4-12-3, results in an expected increase of timestamp-resets of 8 x, and stays the same compared to TSO-CC-4-12-0. Because of this, and because write-groups are more coarse grained, this parameter selection results in an increase of self-invalidations by 5% (7%), yet no slowdown compared to . The best case is intruder with an improvement of 24% over MESI, the worst case is canneal with a slowdown of 15%. TSO-CC-4-9-3 requires 7% more network traffic compared to MESI, indicating that network traffic is indeed more sensitive to increased self-invalidations.
As both timestamp-bits and write-group size change, the number of timestamp-resets in the system change proportion ally. As timestamp-resets increase, invalidation of entries in timestamp-tables increases, and as a result, upon read ing a cache line where there does not exist an entry in the timestamp-table for the line's last writer, a potential acquire is forced and all Shared lines are invalidated. This trend can be observed in Figure 7 . The breakdown of self-invalidation causes can be seen in Figure 9 .
Related Work
Closely related work is mentioned in previous sections, whereas this section provides a broader overview of more scalable approaches to coherence.
Coherence for sequential consistency: Among the ap proaches with a sharing vector, are hierarchical directo ries [29, 44] , which solve some of the storage concerns, but increase overall organization complexity through additional levels of indirection.
Coarse sharing vector approaches [20, 48] Furthermore, several schemes optimize standalone sparse directory utilization [18, 36] by reducing set conflict issues.
This allows for smaller directories even as the number of cores increase. Note that these approaches are orthogonal to our approach, as they optimize directory organization but not the protocol, and thus do not consider the consistency model.
Works eliminating sharing vectors [13, 34] , observe most cache lines to be private, for which maintaining coherence is unnecessary. For example, shared data can be mapped onto shared and private data onto local caches [34] , eliminat ing sharer tracking. However, it is possible to degrade per formance for infrequently written but frequently read lines, suggested by our implementation of CC-shared-to-L2.
Coherence for relaxed consistency: Dubois and Scheurich [15, 37] first gave insight into reducing coherence overhead in relaxed consistency models, particularly that the require ment of "coherence on synchronization points" is sufficient.
Instead of enforcing coherence at every write (also referred as the SWMR property [41] ), recent works [7, 12, 17, 21, 28, 35, 42] enforce coherence at synchronization boundaries by self-invalidating shared data in private caches. improves upon these concepts by predicting writers to limit accesses to the directory. Both [21, 27] improve performance by reducing coherence requests, but still rely on an eager protocol for cache lines not sent to sharers as tear-off copies.
Several recent proposals eliminate sharing vector over heads by targeting relaxed consistency models; they do not, however, consider consistency models stricter than RC.
DeNovo [12] , and more recently DeNovoND [42] , argue that more disciplined progranuning models must be used to achieve less complex and more scalable hardware. DeNovo proposes a coherence protocol for data-race-free (DRF) pro grams, however, requires explicit programmer information about which regions in memory need to be self-invalidated at synchronization points. The work by [35] , while not re quiring explicit programmer information about which data is shared nor a directory with a sharing vector, present a protocol limiting the number of self-invalidations by distin guishing between private and shared data using the TLB.
Several works [30, 47] also make use of timestamps to limit invalidations by detecting the validity of cache lines based on timestamps, but require software support. Contrary to these schemes, and how we use timestamps to detect ordering, the hardware-only approaches proposed by [32, 39] use globally synchronized timestamps to enforce ordering based on predicted lifetimes of cache lines.
For distributed shared memory (DSM): The observation of only enforcing coherent memory in logical time [26] (causally), allows for further optimizations. This is akin to the relationship between coherence and consistency given in §2.1. Causal Memory [4, 5] 
Conclusion
We have presented TSO-CC, a lazy approach to coherence for TSO. Our goal was to design a more scalable protocol, es pecially in terms of on-chip storage requirements, compared to conventional MESI directory protocols. Our approach is based on the observation that using eager coherence proto cols in the context of systems with more relaxed consistency models is unnecessary, and the coherence protocol can be optimized for the target consistency model. This brings with it a new set of challenges, and in the words of Sorin et al. [41] "incurs considerable intellectual and verification complexity, bringing to mind the Greek myth about Pandora's box".
The complexity of the resulting coherence protocol obvi ously depends on the consistency model. While we aimed at designing a protocol that is simpler than MESI, to achieve good performance for TSO, we had to sacrifice simplicity.
Indeed, TSO-CC requires approximately as many combined stable and transient states as a MESI implementation.
Aside from that, we have constructed a more scalable coherence protocol for TSO, which is able to run unmodified legacy codes. Preliminary verification results based on lit mus tests give us a high level of confidence in its correctness (further verification reserved for future work). More im portantly, TSO-CC has a significant reduction in coherence storage overhead, as well as an overall reduction in execution time. Despite some of the complexity issues, we believe these are positive results, which encourages a second look at consistency-directed coherence design for TSO-like architec tures. In addition to this, it would be very interesting to see if the insights from our work can be used in conjunction with other conventional approaches for achieving scalability.
